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Below   is   an   outline   of   the   work   to   be   covered   over   the   next   half   term   –   Spring   Two   in    Class   6     Year   6.   

  

Subject   Topics   
Literacy   Our   class   reader    for   this   half   term   is   still    Small   Steps   by   Louis   Sachar.    We   will   be   basing   our   written   work   

around   the   topic   of   ‘light’   and   looking   to   make   our   own   picture   books   based   on   work   by   Sophie   Blackall   as   
well   as   write   scripts   for   our   shadow   theatre   performances.   
Narrative :Scripts   and   picture   books   -   writing   for   a   younger   audience.     
Non-Fiction:    writing   up   investigations   and   experiments   
Poetry: Poems   responding   to   Easter   -   linking   RE   and   Literacy   

Numeracy   Measurement,   Perimeter,   Area   &   Volume:    this   is   new   learning   where   we   will   explore   metric   as   well   as   
imperial   measures   and   build   on   our   previous   knowledge   of   place   value.   The   children   build   on   their   
knowledge   of   area   and   perimeter   to   explore   the   area   of   a   triangles   and   parallelograms   
Ratio:    This   is   a   brand   new   area   of   learning,   we   will   be:   using   ratio   language,   ratio   and   fractions,   introducing   
the   ratio   symbol,   calculating   ratio,   using   scale   factors,   calculating   scale   factors   and   completing   ratio   and   
proportion   problems.   

Art/DT   We   are   linking   our   artwork   and   DT   this   half   term   to   the   theme   of   light   and   working   on   weekly   projects..   We   
will   be   progressing   our   skills   from   the   last   half   term   by   making   shadow   theatres,   designing   and   making   our   
own   kaleidoscopes,observational   drawings   of   plant   life,   working   in   chalk   to   create   pictures   of   Aurora  
Borealis.   We   are   also   running   a   photography   competition   focussing   on   shadow   in   nature   and   building   our   
own   shadows.     

Science/Topic   Light:     The   topic   introduces   the   concept   of   light   travelling   in   straight   lines.   It   starts   by   looking   at   beams   of   
light   and   how   light   travels   to   enable   children   to   understand   how   we   see   things.   This   understanding   is   then   
applied   to   the   production   of   shadows   and   starts   to   look   at   how   light   is   reflected.   The   topic   then   takes   the   
learning   into   the   realm   of   coloured   light   and   rainbows,   using   scientific   skills   to   raise   and   answer   questions.   It   
builds   on   the   work   carried   out   in   Year   3   on   light,   shadows   and   reflection.   We   will   be   getting   busy   growing   
beans   and   looking   at   the   significance   of   light   on   growth   and   life   on   our   planet.   We   also   hope   to   have   our   own   
‘egg   to   chick’   transformation   in   class!     

Music   Pop   UK     We   will   be   exploring   more   songs   by   Pop   UK   and   looking   at   the   themes   of   each   song   and   linking   
these   into   our   topics   this   half   term.     

P.E.   Games    We   will   be   exploring   the   skills   needed   to   take   part   in   a   variety   of   games   (dodging,   passing,   scoring)   
and   looking   how   we   can   develop   these   skills   and   use   them   across   a   wide   variety   of   games.     

R.E.   Salvation:     What   difference   does   the   resurrection   make   to   Christians?   What   does   Easter   really   mean?   
We   will   look   at   re-telling   the   story   of   Easter   through   art   and   poetry,   take   a   ‘new   life’   walk   in   nature,     and   
explore   our   own   ideas   about   questions   to   do   with   life’s   meaning   and   purpose.     
  

P.S.H.E.   My   and   my   future:     
We   will   look   at   what   we   hope   for   our   futures   -   looking   at   roadmapping   our   life   ahead.   Writing   a   letter   to   our   
future   self   and   exploring   the   world   of   money   and   what   it   can   and   cannot   buy.     

French   We   will   continue   using   the   stand   alone   lessons   and   activities   from   Oak   Academy   whilst   we   are   in   lockdown   
with   a   view   to   Mrs   Stansfield   being   able   to   offer   live   lessons   again   once   we   are   back   together.     

ICT   We   will   incorporate   our   ICT   skills   into   our   science/literacy/topic   theme   of   light    this   half   in   our   presentation   
of   shadow   theatre,   measuring/recording   in   investigations,   photography   etc...   
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